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Abstract: This paper describes an algorithm for an equal distribution of m identical elements on one-

dimensional field of size n with m < n. During the development of the discrete event simulation of 

MANET (Mobile Ad Hoc Network), the need for equal distribution of special node roles (e.g. servers, 

clients or directories) on the nodes had occurred. The solution using some of the existing random 

number generators was out of the question because we wanted to know to which node had the role 

been assigned to so we needed an algorithmic solution in order to predict on which node which types 

of roles will be placed, if any. In the proposed algorithm, two specific cases are regarded: trivial case 

with distribution (n mod m) = 0, where every (n div m) element of n is selected, and (n mod m) ≠ 0, 

where we implement our algorithm. We show that using the proposed algorithm the m elements are 

equally distributed over size n one-dimensional field. The algorithm is given in pseudo-code and 

thoroughly commented. 

Keywords: one-dimensional field, algorithmic solution  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

During the development of the discrete event simulation of MANET (Mobile Ad Hoc Network) for 

the purposes of the ARDOR project [5], we have come across the problem of special node roles 

distribution. Specifically, when we were developing Java implementation of the service discovery 

protocol called HYDRA [6], we needed the algorithm which will distribute each of the node roles 

(namely client, server and directory) on the nodes in a way that we are able to determine where each of 

the node roles will be placed, so we can set up the simulation according to our preferences. The 

important fact is that the number of each node role (lets denote them with m) is less than the number of 

the nodes (lets denote them with n). The solution where we distribute node roles every  mnp = , was 

not satisfactory, because it would mean that there would be q (q = n mod m) nodes at the end of the 

nodes array that would not have node role assigned. Also, implementing some of the random number 

generator functions was out of the question, because the simulation preferences couldn't be set up 

properly. Because of this, we needed a solution which will distribute node roles in a way that the 

minimum distance between two employed nodes is p, where  mnp = , and the maximum distance is 

p+1, where we have q (q = n mod m) of the size p+1 distances, and m-1-q distances of size p. Also, the 

second condition the algorithm had to fulfill is that size p and p+1 distances between employed nodes 

are uniformly distributed across the nodes, so that each node has equal "chance" to get each node role. 

Concerning the simulation, it was implemented in JiST/SWANS (Java in Simulation Time/Scalable 

Wireless Ad hoc Network Simulator, [3]) simulation environment. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: We give a formal description of problem in Section 2, 

proving that PS and GD problems are equivalent and defining the optimal solution to PS and GD 

problems. In Section 3 we present a simple algorithmic solution to the problems, whereas in Section 4 

we enhance the algorithmic solution so the m-1 gaps of size p and p+1 are uniformly distributed across 

n (the number of nodes). Finally, the paper concludes in Section 5. 

 



2. FORMAL DESCRIPTION 
 

The problem we want to solve can be formally written as following:  

Process scheduling (PS): There are m processes and n processors, where m≤n. We have to distribute 

processes to processors in a way that maximizes minimal distance between two employed processors, 

as well as it minimizes maximal distance between processes. 

 

Formally, we have: 
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This problem it rather unusual optimization problem, because it has two optimization functions which 

have to be considered. 

Example: Let we have 17 processors and 8 processes. Then optimal distribution is given with 

following vector (1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 17). 

Gap Distribution (GD): There is also an alternative approach to the problem. We have m-1 gaps 

between employed processors. The gap size is given by formula δi=xi+1-xi. Sum of all distances should 
be n-1. Now the problem could be formally written as follows: 
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Proposition 1:  Problems PS and GD are equivalent problems. 

Proof: Let we have m processes and n processors. Then we clearly have m-1 distances.   

Let (x1, …, xn) be solution for PS problem. Then vector (x2-x1, …, xn-xn-1) gives solution of problem 

GD, and vice versa. 

Q.E.D. 

Solution 1: Let n be the number of processors and m number of processes. The integer division of (n-

1) and (m-1) gives 

(n-1)/(m-1)=p 

(n-1)=q mod (m-1) 

Then we claim that optimal solution to GD problem is every vector that has q values of p+1 and n-q-1 

values p.  

Theorem 1: Solution described in Solution 1 is optimal for GD problem. 

Proof: We have to prove that there is at least one gap that is less or equal to p. For m=2 the problem is 

trivial. Let us assume therefore that m>2. 

 

Let us assume that all gaps are greater than p. That means that all gaps are greater or equal to p+1. It is 

easy to see that if there is m processes then there is m-1 gaps. Let x1, …, xm-1 be these gaps. Now we 

have  
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But this is contradiction. So, we conclude that assumption that all gaps are greater than p is wrong. In 



other words, at least one of the gaps has to be less or equal to p. 

It is easy to see, by the definition of the GD problem that  
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Let us assume that (n-1) = q mod (m-1) 

Then qpmn +⋅−=− )1(1  

If q=0 then it is obvious that optimal solution has to have all gaps of size p. Let q>0. In this case we 

have at least one gap whose size is greater than p. In the other words, there has to be at least one gap 

with size greater or equal to p+1. So, by the minimization condition, it would be optimal if we could 

make a decision with maximal gap of size p+1. But, as q<(m-1), we can make solution that has q gaps 

of size p+1, and m-q-1 gaps of size p. The wanted solution is Solution 1. 

Therefore, the solution 1 is optimal for GD problem.      Q.E.D. 

Therefore, we have a very simple algorithm which gives an optimal solution of PS problem. 

 

3. ALGORITHMIC SOLUTION 

Gap distribution
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Figure 1. Algorithm 1 gap distribution 

 

Pseudo-code of Algorithm 1: 

CLASS distribute(n,m) //n represents number of processors, while m represents number of processes 

 int p = (n-1)/(m-1)  //we use n-1 and m-1 because first process always 

goes     //to first processor 

 int q = (n-1)mod(m-1)  

  CREATE integerArray[m-1]   //create integer array of gaps 

     

  FOR counter = 0 TO q DO 

   integerArray[counter] = p+1  //set first q gaps to size p+1 

  ENDFOR 

  FOR counter = q+1 TO m-1 DO 

   integerArray[counter] = p  //set the rest of the gaps to size p 

  ENDFOR 

ENDCLASS 

Basically, Algorithm 1 distributes gaps in a way that it sets the first q gaps to size p+1, and the rest of 

the gaps (m-q-1) to size p. 

For example, if n = 26, m = 12, Algorithm 1 will place gaps as shown in Fig.1. 

It is easy to see that this algorithm has complexity of O(m), where m is number of processes.  

 

4. ENHANCED ALGORITHMIC SOLUTION 
 
There is one more condition that we want to include in our solution. Algorithm 1 gives solution that 

makes the first q gaps of size p+1 and the last m-q-1 gaps of size p. We want to find a solution in 

which gaps of size p+1 are uniformly distributed through the number of processors.  

 

Algorithm 2: 



To create a solution in which gaps of size p+1 are uniformly distributed, we devised an algorithm 

where we first make all the m-1 gaps of size p, and afterwards we add the q of the remaining p+1 gaps 

onto the “gaps array” replacing the existing size p gaps with size p+1 gaps in the following manner: 

First, we determine the “middle” gap, i.e. we find the middle of the size m-1 “gaps array”; if 

necessary, the value is rounded up to ceiling (i.e. 
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middle ). 

In the middle element of the “gaps array” we replace size p gap with size p+1 gap. 

In the same (quick sort) manner, we are determining the middle of the newly created “gaps array” 

parts and placing size p+1 gaps instead of size p gaps on the middle elements. 

This means that in the first iteration over “gaps array” we are placing one size p+1 gap, in the second 

two size p+1 gaps, then 4, 8, 16, 32 etc. 

So, we have 122 1
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where k equals the number of iterations over size m-1 “gaps array”. 

When we know this, it is easy to calculate how many iterations we will need to place q gaps of size 

p+1 over size m-1 “gaps array”: 
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We are sure we will be able to replace q size p gaps with size p+1 gaps in the iteration k. 

However, it is obvious that we will be able to uniformly distribute q gaps over m-1 size “gaps array” 

only if ,12 −= jq  where { },...3,2,1∈j  (if ,12 −≠ jq  then the last iteration will not reach the end of 

the “gaps array”, thus leading to non-uniformed distribution). 

Because of that, we first distribute qt ≤−12  gaps of size p+1, where 
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this, we ensure that 12 −t  gaps of size p+1 will be uniformly distributed over m-1 size “gaps array”. 

Now we have 12 −−= tqz  of size p+1 gaps left to distribute, and we will distribute them in the 

same manner, i.e. in the next iteration we will distribute zr ≤−12 , where 
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so on, until there is no size p+1 gaps to distribute. This ensures us much better solution to the GD 

(Gap Distribution) problem. 

 

Pseudo-code of Algorithm 2: 

In pseudo-code we are using the concept of borders: we introduce (left, right) pairs of borders for 

distributed size p+1 gaps to ease the calculation of the middle element ("middle gap") in the "gaps 

array". Therefore, the borders array is created. The first (left, right) pair is the first and the last element 

of the "gaps array"; (left, right) = (0, m-2). 

Example: m-1 = 9, q = 3 

index: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

start p p p p p p p p p 

 left,right pair: (0,8) 

 



index: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1st iteration p p p p p+1 p p p p 

 left,right pairs: (0,3);(5,8) 

 

index: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

2nd iteration p p p+1 p p+1 p p p+1 p 

 left,right pairs: (0,1);(3,3);(5,6);(8,8) 

Table 1. Placement of the borders 

 

CLASS distribute(n,m) 

  //n represents number of processors, while m represents number of processes 

  CREATE ArrayList   //create arraylist of size 0 

  leftBorder = 1      //first value of left border is zero 

  rightBorder = no_of_nodes  //first value of right border is the number of nodes 

  arrayList.add(leftBorder)   //insert left border 

  arrayList.add(rightBorder)  //insert right border 

 int p = (n-1)/(m-1)  //we use n-1 and m-1 because first process always

    //goes to the first processor 

 int q = (n-1)mod(m-1)  

  CREATE integerArray[m-1]  //create integer array of gaps 

   

  FOR counter = 0 TO m-1 DO 

   integerArray[counter] = p  //set all gaps to size p 

  ENDFOR 

  int k = floor(log(q+1)/log(2)) - 1  
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  int SumOfPowerOfTwo = power(2,k) - 1  

  //in first iteration, we will distribute 12 −k
 p+1 gaps 

  WHILE(SumOfPowerOfTwo > 0) DO   

   middle = ceiling((leftBorder+rightBorder)/2)  

   //find the middle of the observed part of the gaps array, round it up to ceiling. 

   intArray[middle++]  

   //the gap in the middle of the observed part of the nodes array becomes p+1  

   poweroftwo-- //subtract one gap change 

At this point, we had split our observed part of the nodes array into two (as similar in size as possible) 

parts, so now we have to add two new borders, one with the value that is (middle - 1); this border is 

referred to as rightBorder1 and another with the value (middle + 1); this border is referred to as 

leftBorder1. Original leftBorder and rightBorder1 will be the new (left, right) pair in the ArrayList, 

and so will leftBorder1 and original rightBorder. 

   leftBorder1 = middle + 1 

   rightBorder1 = middle - 1 

The next part of the code is executed if the original (in this iteration) leftBorder is less or equal to the 

new rightBorder1 AND if the original (in this iteration) rightBorder is not the last border in array, i.e. 

it’s not representing the last element of the "gaps array". 

   IF (leftBorder <= rightBorder1) AND (rightBorder < no_of_nodes) THEN 

    IF (leftBorder + 1 == rightBorder) THEN   

    //don’t add borders, leftBorder and rightBorder are next to each other,

    //so we just fetch the next left right border pair 

     store = arrayList. IndexOf(rightBorder) 

     left = arrayList.get(store + 1) 

     right = arrayList.get(store + 2) 

    ELSE  //add new borders 

                       store = arrayList.IndexOf(leftBorder) 

     //insert rightBorder1 and leftBorder2 between left and right 



     arrayList.add(store + 1,rightBorder1) 

     arrayList.add(store + 2,leftBorder1) 

     store2 = arrayList.IndexOf(rightBorder) 

     //fetch the next left right border pair 

     leftBorder = arrayList.get(store2 + 1) 

     rightBorder = arrayList.get(store2 + 2) 

    ENDIF 

   ENDIF 

The next part of the code is executed if the original (in this iteration) leftBorder is less or equal to the 

new rightBorder1: if leftBorder and rightBorder are next to each other, we will not add borders 

between them because it makes no sense, and if they are not next to each other we add a new border 

pair. In both cases we are starting the next while loop step from the start of the borders array. 

   ELSEIF (leftBorder <= rightBorder1) THEN   

    IF (leftBorder + 1 == rightBorder) THEN  

    //don’t add borders, leftBorder and rightBorder are next to each other 

     left = arrayList.get(0) // fetch the next left, right border pair 

     right = arrayList.get(1) 

    ELSE 

     store = arrayList.IndexOf(leftBorder) 

                //insert rightBorder1 and leftBorder1 between original borders 

     arrayList.add(store + 1,rightBorder1) 

     arrayList.add(store + 2,leftBorder1) 

     //fetch the first left right border pair of ArrayList 

     leftBorder = arrayList.get(0) 

     rightBorder = arrayList.get(1) 

   ENDIF 

The next part of the code is executed if the original (in this iteration) leftBorder is equal to original (in 

this iteration) rightBorder (i.e. leftBorder = rightBorder). If we haven't reached the end of the borders 

array, we fetch the next (left, right) pair, else we start from the beginning of the array. 

   ELSEIF (leftBorder == rightBorder) THEN 

     IF((arrayList.size-2 > arrayList.indexOf(rightBorder))THEN 

      store = arrayList.IndexOf(rightBorder) 

      //fetch the next left right pair 

      leftBorder = arrayList.get(store + 1) 

      rightBorder = arrayList.get(store + 2) 

     ELSE //fetch the first left right pair of ArrayList 

      leftBorder = arrayList.get(0) 

      rightBorder = arrayList.get(1) 

     ENDIF 

    ENDIF 

   ELSE break 

   ENDIF 

  ENDWHILE 

  IF q = SumOfPowerOfTwo THEN end algorithm //if 12 −= kq  

  ELSE  

   int remainder = q - power(2,k) - 1 //we still have 12 −− kq  gaps to distribute 

   remain(Num_of_border_pairs, remainder) 

  ENDIF 

If 12 −≠ kq  there are still some size p+1 gaps to distribute and we have implemented recursive 

function to distribute 12 −− kq  of size p+1 gaps over the created border pairs: actually, the 

remainder of size p+1 gaps will be placed in the middle of the border pairs, each size p+1 gap deleting 

the border pair inside which it is placed (this is done to enhance the uniformity of distribution: if we 

delete the border pair inside which a gap replacement happens, we are sure no more gap replacements 



will occur between deleted borders pair. This means that in the following recursive function, gap 

replacements will happen only once between the created borders). 

 FUNCTION remain (Num_of_border_pairs, remainder) 

  IF (remainder == 1) THEN  PowerOfTwo = 1   //if we have just one p+1 gap to place 

  ELSE  

  int k = ceiling(log(remainder)/log(2)) - 1  

  PowerOfTwo = power(2, k)  

  ENDIF 

  IF (remainder > 0)  THEN      

  int step = Num_of_border_pairs/PowerOfTwo  //calculate the step for gap distribution 

  Num_of_border_pairs = Num_of_border_pairs - PowerOfTwo 

  //deduct the border pairs that will be removed in this recursion 

  leftBorder = arrayList.get(0) 

  rightBorder = arrayList.get(1)  //fetch the first border pair 

  remainder = remainder - PowerOfTwo  

  //deduct the number of gaps that will be placed in this recursion 

  WHILE (PowerOfTwo > 0) DO   

   middle = ceiling((leftBorder+rightBorder)/2)  

   //find the middle of the observed part of the gaps array, round it up to ceiling. 

   intArray[middle++]  

   //the gap in the middle of the observed part of the nodes array becomes p+1 

   //instead of p. 

   arrayList.remove(left) //remove the (left,right) border pair 

   arrayList.remove(right) 

   leftBorder = arrayList.get(store + 2*step - 1)  

   rightBorder = arrayList.get(store + 2*step) 

   //get the next (left,right) border pair using stored pointer and step of gaps  

   //placement   

   store = arrayList.IndexOf(right) //set the pointer to right border 

   PowerOfTwo-- 

  ENDWHILE  

  remain(Num_of_border_pairs, remainder) 

  ELSE 

   END ALGORITHM 

  ENDIF 

 ENDFUNCTION 

ENDCLASS   

In this function in each recursion we are distributing 
t2 gaps, where each placed gap deletes the border 

pair inside which it is placed. We are able to do it because we have created 
k2 border pairs, (k > t) and 

02mod2, =∀ tkt so we are sure recursion will terminate appropriately and all the p+1 size gaps will 

be placed instead of the p size gaps. 

As an example, Fig 2. shows Algorithm 2 gap distribution using the same n and m values (n = 26, m = 

12) used by Algorithm 1 shown in Fig 1.  

Gap distribution

n = 26, m = 12
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Figure 2. Algorithm 2 gap distribution 



Let us see the complexity of this algorithm. The first part of the algorithm, in which we make all gaps 

of distance p, is very similar to the basic algorithm and has complexity of O(n). The complexity of 

second part of the algorithm is not so obvious.  

In this part of the algorithm we use divide-and-conquer method, and the complexity of this part will be 

presented by divide-and conquer recursion: 
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That means that the second part of the algorithm has also complexity of O(m), so we can conclude that 

algorithm 2 has as well as algorithm 1, complexity of O(m). 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper we develop an algorithm for uniform distribution of specific node roles (client, server and 

directory) across the nodes. We fulfill the demands of the minimum distance between two employed 

nodes, p, where  mnp = , and the maximum distance, p+1, and we also fulfill the demand of uniform 

distribution of the p and p+1 distances across the nodes.  

There has been a lot of similar work in the field of optimal puncturing scheme for the selection of the 

bits for retransmission in forward error correction (FEC) and Channel coding [1], [2]. 

The minimal distance between punctured bits is needed in puncturing algorithm also. However, with 

puncturing, there is one more constraint: punctured bits have to be distributed on all frames evenly, 

frames being represented by two dimensional array, each frame being one column. This implies that 

some of the p+1 distances will be changed in p, resulting with sub optimal number of p and p+1 

distances. Algorithm we developed has exactly q (q = n mod m) of the size p+1 distances and the rest 

of the distances is size p. Also, algorithm has complexity of O(m), m being the number of roles to 

distribute. 

Future research we intend to conduct includes development of the algorithm for uniform distribution 

of the special node roles regarding already distributed roles of different type. Specifically, algorithm 

presented in this paper, although it distributes roles of one type as evenly as possible, it does not 

consider the collision of different types of node roles. We intend to incorporate "role awareness" in our 

presented algorithm. 
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